
Digital Marketing for 
Hiring Marketplaces

Methodology and creative 
implementation from untapt



What is Digital Marketing?

● Digital Marketing is an umbrella term for advertising that targets 
users online

● Encompasses several categories:
○ Social Media Marketing

■ Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn, Twitter, etc.
○ Search Engine Marketing

■ Google Ads, YouTube
○ Search Engine Optimization

■ Google organic search, YouTube
○ Content Marketing

■ Blog, influencers, podcasts, streaming services, etc.
○ Any many more…



Pros and Cons of Digital Marketing

Pros:

● Quick implementation
● Low minimum investment
● Easily testable, measurable 

results
● Reliable for driving online traffic 

and action
● High potential for ROI

Cons:

● Needs constant attention/tweaking
● Subject to online platforms’ 

marketing algorithms
● Risk of brand dilution
● Difficulty creating strong brand 

loyalty and brand recognition



Prerequisites to Digital Marketing (1 of 2)

● Proper Landing Pages
● User and Client Tracking System(s)

○ Internal Tracking: UTM tags, Google Analytics, etc.
○ Social Tracking: “Pixels” for any social media platforms (consult engineering team)

■ These can be used to “retarget” potential users/clients, create “lookalike” audiences, 
un-target people who have already signed up, etc. More on this later.





Prerequisites to Digital Marketing (2 of 2)

Strategic Prerequisites:

● Target audience (i.e. Software 
Developers in New York)

● A “pitch” (why they should use 
your platform over other 
competitors)

● General brand guidelines (colors, 
fonts, logo, etc.)



Challenges with Hiring Marketplaces:

● Chicken or the Egg: Do you acquire users or clients first?
○ At untapt we target users first
○ Users can always be won back via email engagement, marketing, etc. 
○ Once a client slips off the platform, winning them back is much more unlikely

● Lots of Competition:
○ Many well-known job boards that people are accustomed to using (LinkedIn, Ziprecruiter, 

Indeed, Dice, etc.)

● Geo-Targeting: Finding clients and users in the same areas
● Discrimination Laws

○ Targeting job-ads by demographic (age, gender, etc.) can be illegal



The “Big Three” Factors

1. The Platform
a. The site(s) on which you run your ad 

campaigns

2. The Target Audience
a. The parameters set to reach the 

appropriate audience for your ads

3. The Creative
a. The ad itself



Factor #1: Platforms

What makes a good advertising 
platform?

● The audience you want is there
● Strong audience targeting tools 

(you can reach them effectively)
● Good creative ad display options 

(you can appeal to them)
● High ROI (you can reach them 

effectively)

Which platforms do we recommend? 

● Facebook Ads Manager
● LinkedIn Campaign Manager
● Google Ads



Factor #2: Audience Targeting

How to Optimize your Audience Targeting in 6 steps:

1. Make an assumption on how to target your ideal audience
2. Split the audience in 2-4 groups, based on the largest factor
3. Run ads evenly for 1-2 weeks
4. Measure results
5. Choose the winning group
6. Repeat steps 2-5



Factor #3: Creative

● Digital ads must be compelling, brief 
and informative

● Must answer the “5 W’s”
● Direct language, clear benefits
● Strong CTAs (call-to-action)
● Test every factor of your creative:

○ Format (single image, carousel, video, 
interactive ad, etc.)

○ Style (cartoons, photos, photos with text, etc.)
○ Caption (different lengths, different benefits)
○ CTA buttons (sign up, learn more, try now, 

etc.)



Platform #1: Facebook & Instagram



Platform #1: Facebook & Instagram

● Facebook is one of the best digital marketing platforms for user acquisition 
(less effective for clients)

● Thousands of ways to target by interest, behavior and demographic, though 
its greatest strength is interest targeting

● Also offer retargeting and lookalike
○ Retargeting (AKA remarketing) - Showing ads to previous visitors of your site who did not 

complete signup
○ Lookalike - Showing ads to people who share similar interests to recent signups

● Tons of creative options across Facebook and Instagram
○ Carousels, video, interactive ads, etc.
○ Newsfeed, Instagram timeline, Instagram stories, Facebook Messenger, Audience Network, 

etc.



Platform #1: FB & IG (cont.)

Targeting Tips

● Target multiple interests to narrow down 
audience

● Exclude related words (if you target 
“developers,” exclude “land developers”)

● Exclude current users and people who 
“interacted” with ads

● Don’t trust your Pixel reports



Platform #1: FB and IG (cont.)

Creative Tips

● Use location and industry-specific language
● Include something enticing (salary, benefits, 

promise of growth, etc.)
● Be straight to the point
● Try carousel ad format
● Respond to comments and messages promptly
● Optimize your Facebook landing page for signups



Platform #2: LinkedIn



Platform #2: LinkedIn

● More precise for targeting professionals. Also more expensive
● Great for acquiring clients. Great for high quality users as well, but higher 

CPA (cost per acquisition)
● The creative is more restrictive than Facebook, which makes it easier to 

make effective content but harder to stand out from the crowd



Platform #2: LinkedIn

Targeting Tips

● Target by job title and/or 
industry for most campaigns

● Check “website demographics” 
to make sure irrelevant people 
aren’t clicking your ads

● For clients, target by company 
size (startups, mid-size, 
enterprise, etc.)



Platform #2: LinkedIn (cont.)

Creative Tips:

● Sponsored content is more 
effective than sidebar ads

● Use location and industry-specific 
language

● Use text on your images liberally



Platform #3: Google Ads



Platform #3: Google Ads

● Google Search Ads are the best tool for picking up users and clients at a 
specific stage in their decision making process

● Perhaps the most difficult platform to navigate and monitor
● Works on “bidding” cost per click, I suggest letting Google optimize the bids 

by itself for your own sanity
● Pros: No images, all text
● Cons: Ads are served via keywords and phrases rather than interests. Makes 

targeting far less intuitive



Platform #3: Google Search (cont.)

Targeting Basic Steps

1. Create subsets of very specifically 
targeted keywords (see right)

2. Set budgets evenly and allow Google 
to optimize

3. Sort through Google 
recommendations to manually 
optimize

4. Pause poorly performing ad sets
5. Repeat



Platform #3: Google Search (cont.)

Creative Tips:

● Search ads are highly 
character count restrictive

● Speak directly, include an 
immediate benefit and CTA

● Test at least 3 different ads per 
ad set

● Continually monitor and 
improve ads at all times



A Few Client-Side Examples



A Few User Acquisition Examples



Other Platforms We’ve Had Success With:

1. Twitter Ads
2. Quora Ads
3. Outbrain
4. Email Marketing
5. Influencer Outreach
6. Google Jobs
7. Social Giveaways
8. Referral Program



Concluding Notes:

● ROI begins low with any ad channel, this is especially true in Digital
● Emphasis should always be on testing and gradual improvement
● Creative is the least important of the 3 Big Factors. Don’t waste too much 

time on it
● Don’t hesitate to experiment with new platforms and formats. Early adopters 

are often rewarded
● Put somebody in charge of Digital. Letting it run in the background is the 

best way to waste lots of money
● Make sure your marketing aids healthy growth on both sides of the 

marketplace
● Stay up-to-date on all platforms. They change weekly


